Covers Carriers Cases

SECURA

The key features of this sustainable packaging are its protective barrier properties,
which is why we call it “SECURA”, Latin for “safe” or “protected”.

Benefits at a glance:
• Total barrier against
water vapor and oxygen
• Customized shape
• High seal integrity
• Easy opening
• Good mechanical protection

The aluminum container for
optimal protection.
What is SECURA?

Driving innovation and solutions that help save lives: with this as our main motivation,
Constantia Flexibles set out to develop a fundamentally new pharmaceutical packaging
concept. The basic idea was to provide optimal protection, even for products that
are shipped around the globe. Throughout the development process, our R&D team
relied on its extensive expertise in aluminum as a material and in processing to deliver
outstanding results. Our SECURA aluminum container system has become one of the
best packaging options on the market for sensitive medical devices.

Why use SECURA?

In today’s global medical device market, providing optimal protection during shipping
poses a considerable challenge. It is vital to protect these valuable devices from
mechanical and environmental influences in transit. SECURA delivers deep-drawn
containers manufactured from an aluminum PP laminate and a convenient peelable
lidding foil for easy opening. Its superior barrier properties protect against water vapor
and oxygen regardless of the climate zone, while a range of additional features is designed to meet demanding protection and regulatory requirements for quality, hygiene,
etc. The extremely high-integrity seal provided with SECURA is also very attractive,
and its high-quality packaging design enables market and product differentiation.

Customer-friendly and customizable.
Where to use it?

This packaging solution is suitable for:
• new healthcare products with demanding requirements (GMP standards).
• medical devices according to IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission)
standard 60529.

What should first-time
users know?

Constantia Flexibles offers personalized service for first-time users of
SECURA, ensuring close collaboration with clients until production is
running smoothly and as designed. Contact our team with your exact
specifications and let them adapt the design and format of SECURA
to your individual needs. Whether it is ribs to secure a product during
shipping or various design elements, rest assured SECURA will deliver
optimal protection and shelf appeal for your medical devices.

And the specifications?
Lid

SECURA front and open

Want to know more?
Constantia Flexibles International GmbH
Pharma@cflex.com | cflex.com

Tray

Example of SECURA application in inhalation
(adding a desiccant pouch is possible)

Constantia Flexibles produces flexible pharmaceutical packaging solutions, but we don’t
stop there. Ensuring people get their medication safely is our top priority, even when global
shipping demands a very high moisture barrier – just one of the ways we help save lives.

